LOCKOUT CONTROLS

Zen HQ’s lockout control feature allows you
to take charge of thermostat settings remotely
to ‘lock out’ building occupants from making
changes to heating and cooling schedules.
In many commercial environments, heating and cooling settings are
managed by on-site staff, who may change settings frequently based
on personal preferences. Building occupants may not consider energy
costs or unnecessary HVAC usage when making thermostat adjustments.
Worse, changes to settings may be made and forgotten, resulting in
ongoing cooling or heating during off-business hours and wasted energy.

FEATURES
-

REMOTE CONTROL

		

ON-SITE OVERRIDES

•

Remotely set thermostats to lock out on-site changes,
resulting in immediate energy savings vs. no controls

•

Remotely set thermostats to lock out on-site changes,
resulting in immediate energy savings vs. no controls

•

Eliminate cumbersome lockboxes

•

Eliminate cumbersome lockboxes

•

Make changes to settings without requiring an onsite visit

•

Make changes to settings without requiring an onsite visit

•

Allow for temporary on-site overrides of remote setting

•

Let building occupants manage their comfort while still
saving energy and preventing unnecessary usage

		

THERMOSTAT GROUPING

•

Set, change or remove lockouts by groups of thermostats
or sites

•

Flexibly control settings based on specific site needs

		

SETTINGS

• Control max and min setpoints
• Allow alterations to heating, cooling, fan,
or powering HVAC systems on and off
• Set the duration of a user deviation from
your set schedule – 1 to 12 hours
• In Full Lockout mode, require a PIN to be 		
entered on the thermostat to make any
schedule deviations.
• In Partial Lockout mode, allow any user
with thermostat access to make controlled
deviations from the regular thermostat
schedule, no PIN required.

We had Zen Ecosystems install our new thermostats and the Zen
HQ platform. Our employees often leave the A/C unit on and lock
up and go home at the end of the day. Being able to shut down the
A/C unit from wherever we are is such a nice feature. With one of
the hottest months behind us we have already noticed a savings on
our electrical bill. Thank you Zen for your seamless installation and
for the financial savings on our energy bill.
– Joe Paquette, Owner, Goodyear Tires
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